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The UNIVERSITY group
Maritime Activity: Research and development

Stakeholders from UNIVERSITY Campus do Mar (umbrella cooperation research clusters)

Research themes:
- Maritime policy and nature conservation (CIM)
- Climate change related to fisheries (CIM)
- Socio-economic (ERENEA)
- MSP evaluation project (ERENEA)
- MARRISK- coastal climate change adaptation risk management

Stakeholders from CITEXVI (research & development companies)

Staffed by former university employees

Gradient – private non profit company
- ICT- company focused on video surveillance and recognition, fisheries compliance, vessel monitoring systems, safety at sea incl search and rescue activities

Imatia
- ICT-company focused on monitoring of shipping by drones

Nanoinmunotech
- Wastewater treatment nano technology
Stakeholders’ Perspective about MSP

Stakeholders from UNIVERSITY

They are aware of MSP

But they may lack deeper understanding of what it is and how their work could contribute specifically in MSP

Stakeholders from CITEXVI (research & development companies) Gradient, Imatia and Nanoinmunotech

Unclear understanding of MSP. Not the main focus of the companies...
Suggestions to improve the link between the sector and MSP

Relevance for MSP:
Climate change scenarios relevant for MSP

Improve links by:
Awareness raising through communication:
- Information campaigns!
- MSP FTW
- Invite them to MSP forums and workshops

Relevance for MSP:
MSP- enforcement and monitoring

Improve links by:
Raising awareness through communication:
- Information campaigns!
- MSP FTW
- Invite them to MSP forums and workshops
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